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We quantify the usefulness of a bipartite quantum state in the ancilla-assisted channel discrimination of arbitrary quantum channels, formally defining a worst-case-scenario channel discrimination
power for bipartite quantum states. We show that such a quantifier is deeply connected with the
operator Schmidt decomposition of the state. We compute the channel discrimination power exactly
for pure states, and provide upper and lower bounds for general mixed states. We show that highly
entangled states can outperform any state that passes the realignment criterion for separability and
that the channel discrimination power of a state is bounded by its quantum discord.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A quantum channel is the most general deterministic linear transformation a quantum system can undergo,
capturing mathematically the notion of physical process
and playing the role of basic building block in quantum
information processing [1]. Channel discrimination is a
fundamental task that falls under the umbrella of quantum metrology [2, 3] and consists in the attempt to tell
apart two or more known channels; think of the situation where we want to probe the presence or absence of
a magnetic field. In the prototypical and simplest case,
one of two channels is applied once to a probe, and we
try to identify the channel by performing a measurement
on the output probe. Channel discrimination is typically
performed by tailoring the state of the input probe to the
channels to be discriminated. The wrong choice of input
might make the probability of correct identification less
than optimal or even not better than a random guess.
There can be advantages in channel discrimination by
making use of correlations between the probe and a reference ancilla. One possible advantage is that correlations
may lead to a probability of success in the discrimination that is higher than what possible without the use
of an ancillary system [2, 4–15]. In general, achieving such a higher probability of success requires (i) to
tailor the probe-ancilla input state to the specific channels to be discriminated and (ii) input entanglement between probe and ancilla. Another advantage provided
by probe-ancilla correlations, on which we focus in this
work, is that they may allow to discriminate between an
arbitrary pair of known channels, without the need to
tailor the input probe-ancilla state to avoid ‘being blind’
to the difference between the channels. This fact is at
the basis of the celebrated Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [16, 17] between linear maps and linear operators,
which allows to effectively encode or parametrize quantum transformations, with applications that go from the
optimization of protocols in quantum information, to the
analysis of rates in quantum communication, all the way
to the consideration of the issue of causal order in physics
(see, e.g., [18–20]). The use of an ancilla allows one to
perform channel tomography – that is, to identify an unknown channel with many uses of the unknown channel –
with a fixed input state [21]. Such a feat can be achieved

even in the absence of entanglement, and Ref. [21] already identified the Operator Schmidt Rank (OSR; to be
defined later) of the probe-ancilla input state as the key
property determining whether such state makes ancillaassisted tomography possible. An equivalent result was
independently derived in [22], where the faithfulnees of
bipartite quantum states was introduced. A bipartite
state used in ancilla-assisted channel tomography is faithful if the action of the channel on the probe leads to
an output probe-ancilla state that is uniquely associated
with the specific channel. Nonetheless, the study of the
usefulness of correlations in fixed-input ancilla-assisted
channel discrimination and channel tomography has been
limited [23]. In this article, we shed light on ancillaassisted channel discrimination, providing an analysis of
how the Operator Schmidt Decomposition (OSD; to be
defined later) of the probe-ancilla input state affects the
quality of the discrimination. In particular, we introduce a worst-case quantifier for the performance of a
probe-ancilla state in channel discrimination, the Channel Discrimination Power (CDP). We provide general
upper and lower bounds to the CDP of a state in terms
of the OSD of the state. We compute the exact CDP of
pure states. Remarkably, we show that, while correlated
but unentangled states can have non-zero CDP, and allow the discrimination of any pair of channels as long
as they have maximal OSR, they cannot have maximal
CDP. More in general, we provide a non-trivial bound on
the channel discrimination power of any state – entangled
or unentangled – that passes the so-called realignment (or
computable cross-norm) criterion for separability [24, 25].
Furthermore, we prove that the general quantumness of
correlations known as quantum discord [26] provides a
bound for the channel discrimination power of a bipartite state.

II.

NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

We will consider finite-dimensional systems. Hence,
each Hilbert space H will be equivalent to Cd for some
dimension d. The space of linear operators L (equivalent
to matrices) on H will be indicated by L (H ). We will
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p p
be interested in the p-norms kLkp := Tr (L† L) 2
,

2
for the values p = 1, 2, ∞ [27].
We indicate by dX the dimension of a system X with
Hilbert space HX . We will focus on bipartite systems
AB, and, unless stated otherwise, we will define dmin =
min{dA , dB }. A quantum state on H corresponds to a
density operator ρ belonging to convex subset D(H ) ⊂
L (H ) of operators that have unit trace and are positive
semidefinite. We indicate by Tr the trace operation, and
by TrX the partial trace on system X. We denote by
ρX the (reduced) state of system X. The space L (H )
can be made into a Hilbert space itself by considering
the Hilbert-Schmidt p
inner product hhC|Dii := Tr(C † D).
Notice that kCk2 = hhC|Cii.
The trace distance between two density matrices ρ and
σ is defined as D(ρ, σ) := 12 kρ − σk1 [1]. Its operational
meaning is that of bias in the optimal discrimination of
the two states: the probability of correctly identifying the
state of a system that is in either the state ρ or σ each
with a priori probability 50%, in the single-shot scenario
when one is given one copy of the state to measure, is
(1 + D(ρ, σ)) /2. The trace distance varies between 0 (for
identical states) to 1 (for perfectly distinguishable states,
which are mathematically orthogonal, hhρ|σii = 0).
A bipartite state ρAB is unentangled (or separable) if
it is the convex combination
of product (or uncorrelated)
P
states [28], ρAB = i pi ρA
⊗
ρB
i
i , with {pi } a probability
distribution, so that all the correlations encoded in such
a state have an explanation in terms of shared classical
randomness. A state is entangled if it is not separable.
To decide whether a given state is entangled is a hard
problem, but numerous entanglement criteria exist [28].
The physical evolution of a quantum system is formally
described in terms of quantum channels [1]. In general,
one considers evolutions from an input system X to an
output system Y , representing evolution in time or general transfer of information – either in space or in time –
from one system to another. Formally, a quantum channel from X to Y is a completely-positive trace-preserving
linear map Λ from L (HX ) to L (HY ).
In the remainder of this paper it will be convenient to
work directly with norms, e.g. kXk1 , rather than with
derived distances, e.g., rather than in terms of the trace
distance between two states ρ and σ. It is useful to recall
that, for a Hermitian operators X = X † , one has
kXk1 =

max

−1≤M ≤1

| Tr(M X)|.

We define the (Hermitian) super-operator 1-norm of
an Hermiticity preserving map Γ as [14]
kΓk1 =

sup

kΓ[X]k1 .

X=X † ;kXk1 =1

Notice that this is equivalent to
kΓk1 =

kΓ[X]k1
.
X=X † 6=0 kXk1
sup

It is immediate to argue by convexity that the best input
X can always be taken to be a pure normalized state
|ψihψ| [14].

We define the diamond norm of an Hermiticity preserving map Γ as
kΓk := sup kΓ ⊗ idCn k1 ,
n

where the supremum is over the dimension of the ancillary space Cn . It is easily argued that one can choose n
to be equal to the input dimension of the map Γ [14].

III.

OPERATOR SCHMIDT DECOMPOSITION

Any vector state |ψiAB ∈ HA ⊗ HB admits a Schmidt
decomposition [1]
SR(ψ)

|ψiAB =

X √

pi |ai iA ⊗ |bi iB ,

(1)

i=1

with {|ai i} and {|bi i} some special and |ψi-dependent
orthonormal bases for HA and HB , respectively, and
√
{ pi } is a collection of positive numbers that satisfy
PSR(ψ) √ 2
PSR(ψ)
pi = hψ|ψi. Since hψ|ψi = 1,
i=1 ( pi ) =
i=1
we can think of {pi } as of a probability distribution,
whose elements we can imagine ordered, p1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . .,
without loss of generality. Here SR(ψ) denotes the
Schmidt rank of |ψiAB , which is the number of non-zero
pi ’s, and satisfies SR(ψ) ≤ dmin . Let ρAB be a density
matrix for the bipartite system AB. We can consider
it as a vector in L (HA ⊗ HB ), and hence derive the
Operator Schmidt Decomposition (see, e.g., [29, 30] and
references therein)
OSR(ρ)

ρAB =

X

ri Ai ⊗ Bi .

(2)

i=1

Here OSR(ρ) is the number of non-zero Operator
d2

d2

A
B
Schmidt Coefficients (OSCs) ri , and {Ai }i=1
and {Bi }i=1
are some (ρ-dependent) orthonormal bases for the spaces
L (HA ) and L (HB ), respectively. The OSR is the minimum number of product terms that need to enter in
any product decomposition of ρAB . Since ρAB is Hermitian, one can argue that the two orthonormal operator bases in (2) can be (but need not be) taken to be
composed of Hermitian operators. The OSCs are the
singular values of the correlation matrix [Cij (ρAB )]ij ,
with Cij (ρAB ) := hhFi ⊗ Gj |ρAB ii, where {Fi } and {Gj }
are arbitrary local orthonormal bases for operators. We
will take thePOSC to be ordered as r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . .;
2
2
they satisfy
Notice that
i ri = hhρ|ρii = Tr(ρ ).
2
OSR(ρAB ) ≤ dmin , as the vector space L(HA ) has dimension d2A (similarly for L(HB )). It is immediate to
realize that the SD of a pure state |ψiAB and the OSD of
the corresponding density matrix |ψihψ|AB are related:
√ √
indeed, for a pure state, ri = pk pl , Ai = |ak ihal |, and
Bi = |bk ihbl |, for i = (k, l) a multi-index.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. Two strategies for distinguishing channels. (a) No
ancilla is used: a probe undergoes one of many possible quantum evolutions described by channels {Λa }, and is later measured (box M ). Many different input states {ρk } are in general needed to discriminate between arbitrary channels, if one
cannot tailor the input to the channels. (b) Ancilla-assisted:
the probe A is correlated with an ancilla B; the output probe
and the ancilla are jointly measured. Depending on the initial
probe-ancilla correlations, it might be possible to distinguish
between arbitrary evolutions, without modifying the input.

IV.

CHANNEL DISCRIMINATION AND
CHANNEL TOMOGRAPHY

state, as long as one uses an ancilla: this constitutes
the framework of ancilla-assisted channel discrimination
and channel tomography (see Figure 1(b)). Ref. [21]
proves both theoretically and experimentally that channel tomography is possible also when the state ρAB of
probe A and ancilla B is separable. The key condition that permits channel tomography on A with ρAB
is that OSR(ρAB ) = d2A . Indeed, one has ΛA [ρAB ] =
POSR(ρ)
ri Λ[Ai ] ⊗ Bi , and, as long as the state has
i=1
OSR(ρ) = d2A , one can reconstruct the action of the
map Λ on an arbitrary state σ ∈ D(HA ) as Λ[σ] =
Pd2A 1
†
i=1 ri hhAi |σii TrB (11A ⊗ Bi,B ΛA [ρAB ]). We improve
on this basic observation, by introducing and studying a
simple and meaningful measure of merit for the usefulness
of a fixed probe-ancilla state in channel discrimination.
V.

CHANNEL DISCRIMINATION POWER

For any quantum state ρAB ∈ D(HA ⊗ HB ), we define
the channel discrimination power (CDP) of ρAB on A
(and similarly on B) as
CDPA (ρAB ) := inf

Λ0 ,Λ1

Channel discrimination is a generalization of state discrimination, where the objects to tell apart are now channels. One can define a physically meaningful notion
of distance between two channels Λ0 and Λ1 via [14]
D(Λ0 , Λ1 ) := maxρ∈D(HS ) D (Λ0 [ρ], Λ1 [ρ]), that is by
considering the trace distance of the output states of a
probe upon acting on the same input state of the probe.
One fundamental—and relevant for applications—way in
which quantum physics differs from classical physics, is
that the distinguishability of two channels, as captured
by D(Λ0 , Λ1 ), can be enhanced by the use of entanglement between the input probe and an ancilla [2, 4–15].
One can prove that the best ancilla system can be chosen to be a copy S 0 of the input probe system S, so that
we can define the so-called diamond distance between
Λ0 and Λ1 as D (Λ0 , Λ1 ) := D(Λ0,S ⊗ idS 0 , Λ1,S ⊗ idS 0 ),
where idX indicates the identity map on system X. The
diamond distance formalizes the notion of best possible
one-shot distinguishability of two quantum channels.
In general, it is not possible to distinguish arbitrary
quantum channels in T (HX , HY ) by means of their action on an input state ρ ∈ D(HX ) of the probe alone that
is independent of the channels considered [31]. Nonetheless, it is always possible to tell two arbitrary channels
in T (HX , HY ) apart by ‘feeding’ them with many different input states ρk . As long as {ρk } constitutes a
basis for L (HX ), and as long as an arbitrary number
of uses of the channel are allowed, one can even perform
a tomographic reconstruction of a channel Λ (see Figure 1(a)) [1].
Remarkably, it is possible to perform tomography of
the channel, or the non-trivial discrimination of an arbitrary number of channels, even with just a fixed input

D(Λ0,A [ρAB ], Λ1,A [ρAB ])
D (Λ0 , Λ1 ).

(3)

The infimum is taken over all pairs Λ0 , Λ1 of quantum
channels with input in L (HA ), and we have used the notation Λi,A := Λi,A ⊗ idB . The parameter CDPA (ρAB )
captures how suitable ρAB is for ancilla-assisted channel discrimination as compared with the optimal distinguishability of those two channels, in a worst-case scenario approach.
In the following we report a number of results about
the channel discrimination power. As notation goes, we
will indicate the difference of two channels Λ0 and Λ1 as
∆ = Λ0 −Λ1 . The channel discrimination power can then
be expressed as
CDPA (ρAB ) = inf
∆

VI.

k∆A ⊗ idB [ρAB ]k1
.
k∆k

BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE CDP

One can easily prove that CDPA (ρAB ) is continuous
in its argument. To show that, first notice that by definition of (Hermitian) super-operator 1-norm we have the
following.
Proposition 1. Let Γ be any Hermiticity preserving
map, and XAB Hermitian. Then
kΓA ⊗ idB [XAB ]k1 ≤ kΓk kXAB k1 .
Proposition 2. CDPA (ρ) is continuous:
|CDPA (ρAB ) − CDPA (σAB )| ≤ kρAB − σAB k1 ,
for any two states ρAB and σAB .
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Proof. Because of the triangle inequality and Proposition 1, one has
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1 = k∆ ⊗ id[σAB ] + ∆ ⊗ id[ρAB − σAB ]k1
≤ k∆ ⊗ id[σAB ]k1 + k∆k kρAB − σAB k1 ,
that is
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1 − k∆ ⊗ id[σAB ]k1
≤ kρAB − σAB k1 .
k∆k
The thesis follows immediately.
Proposition 3. CDPA (ρ) is monotone under local channels on B:
CDPA (idA ⊗ ΛB [ρAB ]) ≤ CDPA (ρAB ).

(4)

Proof. This comes directly from the monotonicity of the
trace norm of Hermitian operators under channels, i.e.
from kΛ[X]k1 ≤ kXk1 . One has
k∆A ⊗ idB [idA ⊗ ΛB [ρAB ]]k1
= kidA ⊗ ΛB [∆A ⊗ idB [ρAB ]]k1
≤ k∆A ⊗ idB [ρAB ]k1 ,

(5)

for any ∆ = Λ0 − Λ1 , and the thesis follows.
Proposition 4. The channel discrimination power
CDPA is invariant under local unitaries on A.
Proof. For any map Λ on A and any unitary U on A we
can consider the map Λ0 [·] = Λ[U † · U ] such that (ΛA ⊗
idB )[ρAB ] = (Λ0A ⊗ idB )[UA ρAB UA† ]. Given the freedom
in the minimization through which CDPA is defined, the
claim follows immediately.
Notice that Proposition 3 immediately implies that, for
fixed dimension of A, the CDP assumes maximal value
for pure states, as any bipartite state ρAB can be seen as
the reduced state of a pure state ψABB 0 , with B 0 a purifying system, and BB 0 considered together as one ancilla.
Furthermore, this fact together with Proposition 4 imply
that the CDP of a pure state only depends on its Schmidt
coefficients.

VII.

CDP FOR PURE STATES

We find that for pure states the CDP can be computed
exactly. We will need the following lemma, which is a
slight generalization of observations in, e.g., Ref. [47].
Pd √
Lemma 1. Let |ψiAA0 = k=1 pk |ak iA ⊗ |bk iA0 be a
pure state with d = dA = dA0 , and the Schmidt coefficients ordered as p1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . . ≥ pd . Then
pd k∆k ≤ k∆ ⊗ id[|ψihψ|]k1 .

Proof. We use the fact that any pure state |ψiAA0 can be
expressed as
|ψiAA0 = (1 ⊗ C) ψ̃ +

AA0

,

(6)

Pd
=
with ψ̃ + AA0 =
k=1 |kiA ⊗ |kiA0 , and C
Pd √
∗
∗
pl |bl i hal |, where |al i is the basis state whose col=1
efficients in the basis |ki are the complex conjugates of
those of |al i. Notice that the singular values of C coincide
with the Schmidt coefficients of |ψi, and the fact that |ψi
is normalized implies kCk2 = 1, hence kCk∞ ≤ 1.
The claim is trivial if pd = 0. If pd > 0, then C is
invertible, and we can express any other state |φiAA0 =
(1 ⊗ D) ψ̃ + AA0 as
|φiAA0 = (1 ⊗ DC −1 ) |ψiAA0 .
Let |φiAA0 be the state that achieves the diamond norm
k∆k , that is k∆k = k∆A ⊗ idA0 [|φihφ|AA0 ]k1 . Then
k∆k
= k∆A ⊗ idA0 [|φihφ|AA0 ]k1

= k(1 ⊗ DC −1 ) ∆A ⊗ idA0 [|ψihψ|AA0 ] (1 ⊗ DC −1 )† k1
≤ k11 ⊗ DC −1 k2∞ k∆A ⊗ idA0 [|ψihψ|AA0 ]k1
≤ kDk2∞ kC −1 k2∞ k∆A ⊗ idA0 [|ψihψ|AA0 ]k1
0
= p−1
d k∆A ⊗ idA [|ψihψ|AA0 ]k1 ,

where in the first inequality we have used Hölder’s inequality, | Tr(XY )| ≤ kXk∞ kY k1 , twice. For the last
line, just observe that the largest singular value of C −1
is the reciprocal of the smallest singular value of C.
Theorem 1. Let |ψiAB be a pure state with Schmidt
decomposition as in (1). Then, if dmin = dA = dB ,
CDPA (ψAB ) = CDPB (ψAB ) = pdmin , while, if dmin =
dA < dB , CDPA (ψAB ) = pdmin and CDPB (ψAB ) = 0.
Notice that it might be that pdmin = 0, in which
case both CDPA (ψAB ) and CDPB (ψAB ) vanish. We
remark that pdmin is a quantifier of the entanglement
of |ψiAB [33]. Having already established that CDPA
is maximal for pure states, we find that it achieves its
maximum, 1/dA , for maximally entangled states, e.g.,
PdA
for |ψ + iAB = √1d
i=1 |iiA |iiB . Note that it is reaA
sonable that the maximum of the channel discrimination
power, being defined as in Eq. (3), decreases with dA ,
since the number of parameters describing an arbitrary
channel with input in A increases with the size of A.
Proof. (of Theorem 1) Lemma 1 implies immediately
CDPA (|ψihψ|) ≥ pdA . We will prove the inequality in
the other direction, that is, CDPA (|ψihψ|) ≤ pdA , by constructing a pair of perfectly distinguishable channels that
are hard to distinguish by means of |ψi. We observe that,
because in the case of pure states CDPA only depends on
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the Schmidt coefficients, we can assume |ak i = |bk i = |ki,
without loss of generality. Let us introduce the channels
Λ0 [X] = Tr[P X] |2ih2| + Tr[(1 − P )X] |0ih0| ,
Λ1 [X] = Tr[P X] |2ih2| + Tr[(1 − P )X] |1ih1| ,

in the definition of the CDPA (ρAB ). First, observe that
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1

(7)

=

X

ri ∆(Ai ) ⊗ Bi

i

PdA −1
with P =
i=1 |iihi| and 11 − P = |dA ihdA |. Then,
∆[X] = hdA | X |dA i (|0ih0| − |1ih1|). It is clear by their
definition that the two channels are perfectly distinguishable, even without the use of an ancilla, since
Λ0 [|dA ihdA |] = |0ih0| ,

Λ1 [|dA ihdA |] = |1ih1| ,

so that kΛ0 − Λ1 k = kΛ0 − Λ1 k1 = 2. On the other
hand,

1

!
=

max

−11≤MAB ≤11

Tr MAB

X

ri ∆(Ai ) ⊗ Bi

i

!
≥

max

−11≤MA ≤11
−11≤MB ≤11

Tr MA ⊗ MB

X

ri ∆(Ai ) ⊗ Bi

i



k∆[Ai ]k1
≥ max ri
.
i
kBi k∞
≥ rd2A max k∆[Ai ]k1
i

k(Λ0 − Λ1 ) ⊗ id |ψihψ|k1
= k(|0ih0| − |1ih1|) ⊗ TrA (|dA ihdA |A |ψihψ|AB )k1
= pdA k(|0ih0| − |1ih1|) ⊗ |dA ihdA |)k1
= 2pdA .
Thus, we have proven that it must be CDPA (|ψihψ|) ≤
pdA .
We now show that the CDP attains its maximum for
maximally entangles states.
Corollary 1. The channel discrimination power CDPA
is maximal for maximally entangled states, for which it
is equal to 1/dA .
Proof. As observed after Proposition 4, the maximum
of the channel discrimination power is achieved by pure
states. On the other hand, Theorem 1 tells us that the
CDP of a pure state is equivalent to the (square) of the
smallest Schmidt coefficient. The latter cannot be bigger
than 1/dA , which is achieved for a maximally entangled
state.

VIII.

The first inequality is due to restricting the class of
operators MAB to be product. The second inequality
is due to further choosing MA such that k∆[Ak ]k1 =
| Tr(MA ∆[Ak ])| and MB = Bk /kBk k∞ , with k the index such that the maximum over i in the last line is
achieved. Notice that, because of the orthonormality of
the Bi0 s, this choice for MB selects only one term in the
OSD of ρAB . The last inequality is due to the fact that
kBi k∞ ≤ kBi k2 = 1, and that ri ≥ rd2A by assumption.
The maximally entangled state can be expressed as
Pd2A
+
|ψ ihψ + | = d1A i=1
Ci ⊗ Ci∗ for any orthonormal operator basis {Ck } ⊂ L (HA ), in particular for the one
appearing in the OSD of ρAB . Thus, using Lemma 1,
k∆k ≤ dA ∆ ⊗ id[ ψ + ψ + ]
1 X
∆ [Ai ] ⊗ A∗i
dA i

= dA
≤
≤

X

BOUNDS FOR MIXED STATES

i
5/2
dA

max k∆[Ai ]k1 ,

CDPA (ρAB ) = inf
∆

Theorem 2. Let ρAB have an OSD as in Eq. (2), with
{Ai }, {Bi } Hermitian orthonormal bases for L (HA )
and L (HB ), respectively. Then

5/2
dA



kBi k1
≤ CDPA (ρAB ) ≤ min ri
i
kAi k∞


≤ rd2A

p

i

rd2A
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1
≥ 5/2
,
k∆k
dA

which completes the first part of the theorem.
We now show how to upper bound the CDP. To do
that, let us consider the following channels:

dA dB .
Λi [X] = Tr(X)
(8)

5/2

1

k∆ [Ai ] k1 kA∗i k1

having used the triangle inequality, the fact that there
2
∗
are
√ dA terms√in the sum, and that kAi k1 = kAi k1 ≤
dA kAi k2 = dA . Thus, combining the above,

We now present general bounds for the CDP.

rd2A

1

Proof. We first prove rd2A /dA ≤ CDPA (ρAB ).
We start by finding a lower bound for the numerator

1
+  Tr(Al X)Yi ,
dA

for i = 0, 1, with traceless Hermitian operators Y0 and
Y1 , and where Al is the local basis operator of the
OSD of ρAB corresponding to the lth OSC rl . Such
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maps are trace-preserving by construction, and completely positive for  small enough, e.g. for  ≤
1/(dA kAl k∞ k max{kY0 k∞ , kY1 k∞ }). Then,

Thus, it is sufficient to prove that, for a given X = X † ,

∆[X] =  Tr(Al X)(Y0 − Y1 ),

Notice that kXk∞ = kX T k∞ .
Let |xi be the eigenvector of X corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue (in modulus) kXk∞ . Choosing C =
|xihx| we have kCXC † k1 = k |xihx| X |xihx| k1 = kXk∞ ,
thus maxkCk2 =1 kCXC † k1 ≥ kXk∞ .
To prove the other direction it is enough to prove that

and
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1 = 

X

ri Tr(Al Ai )(Y0 − Y1 ) ⊗ Bi

i

1

=  krl (Y0 − Y1 ) ⊗ Bl k1
= rl  kY0 − Y1 k1 kBl k1 .

(9)

On the other hand, we claim that
k∆k =  kY0 − Y1 k1 kAl k∞ .

(10)

Before proving such claim, let us notice that Eqs. (9)
and (10) complete the proof of the theorem. Indeed, by
recalling the definition of the CDP and using Eqs. (9)
and (10), one gets

max kCXC † k1 = kXk∞ .

kCk2 =1

kCXC † k1 ≤ kXk∞ Tr(C † C) = kXk∞ kCk22 = kXk∞ ,
for X = X † and C satisfying kCk2 = 1. The inequality
can be seen as a trivial consequence of the fact that, for
any vector |ψi, one has
| hψ| CXC † |ψi | = | hψ| C(X+ − X− )C † |ψi |
≤ hψ| C(X+ + X− )C † |ψi
≤ kXk∞ hψ| CC † |ψi ,
where we have used that any Hermitian matrix can be
expressed as the difference of two positive semidefinite
matrices with orthogonal support,

kBl k1
CDPA (ρAB ) ≤ rl
,
kAl k∞

X = X + − X −,

for any l, that is


kBi k1
CDPA (ρAB ) ≤ min ri
i
kAi k∞


.

We observe that the right-hand side can be itself upper
bounded:


kBi k1
kBd k1
≤ rd2A
min ri
i
kAi k∞
kAd k∞
1/2

≤ rd2A

dB kBd k2
−1/2

dA

kAd k2

= rd2A (dA dB )1/2 ,
where we have used properties of the p-norms in the second inequality.
We now prove Eq. (10). To do so, let us consider an
arbitrary
X√
pi |ai i |bi i
|ψi =
i

= (1 ⊗ C) ψ̃ +
where kCk2 = 1 for |ψi to be normalized (see the proof
of Lemma 1). Notice that
k∆ ⊗ id[|ψihψ|]k1
= k(1 ⊗ C)(∆ ⊗ id[ ψ̃ + ψ̃ + ])(1 ⊗ C)† k1
= k(Y0 − Y1 ) ⊗ CATl C † k1
= kY0 − Y1 k1 kCATl C † k1 .

with X ± ≥ 0, X + X − = X − X + = 0, and that
X + + X − ≤ kXk∞ 11.
We have proved the claim in Eq. (10), hence the theorem.
The bounds above are not tight in general, as proven
by the results about pure states. Nonetheless, they capture quantitatively, rather than purely qualitatively, the
fact that the necessary and sufficient condition for ρAB to
always enable ancilla-assisted discrimination and tomography of an arbitrary channel on A is that OSR(ρ) = d2A .
IX.

BOUND FOR SEPARABLE STATES

We recall that mixed unentangled states may have
maximal OSR, that is OSR(ρAB ) = d2A , so that, according to Eq. (8), they have non-zero CDP. This is the case,
for example, of isotropic states, considered more in detail
below.
We now focus on the case dA = dB = d. As we have
seen, CDP can be as high as 1/d. We prove that such a
value cannot be achieved by states passing the realignment (or computable cross-norm) criterion
for separabilP
ity, i.e., such that its OSCs satisfy i ri ≤ 1, in the same
way those of a separable state necessarily do [24, 25]. The
proof makes use of the following bounds, which characterize the correlations present in a state in terms of its
purity, and may be of independent interest.
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LemmaP
2. For any ρAB and any product state σA ⊗ σB ,
one has i≥2 ri2 (ρAB ) = Tr(ρ2 )−r12 ≤ kρAB −σA ⊗σB k22 .

We notice that Proposition 5 implies that the OSCs of
every state respect

Proof. We recall that the OSCs ri (ρAB ) are the singular
values of the correlation matrix [Cij (ρAB )]ij , with
Cij (ρAB ) := hhFi ⊗ Gj |ρAB ii,
where {Fi } and {Gj } are arbitrary local orthonormal
bases for operators. We will use that, for any two matrices M and N , with ordered singular values σi (M ) and
σi (N ), respectively, it holds (see Corollary 7.3.5 in [27]),
X

(σi (M ) − σi (N ))2 ≤ kM − N k22 .

i

Notice that ri (σA ⊗ σB ) = 0, for i ≥ 2. Thus,
X

ri2 (ρAB ) =

i≥2

X
(ri (ρAB ) − ri (σA ⊗ σB ))2
i≥2

X
≤
(ri (ρAB ) − ri (σA ⊗ σB ))2
i

≤ kC(ρAB ) − C(σA ⊗ σB )k22
= kC(ρAB − σA ⊗ σB )k22
= kρAB − σA ⊗ σB k22 ,

rd22 ≤

X
i

ri2 −

1
d2

(12)

P
(recall that Tr(ρ2 ) = i ri2 ). We want aim to find the
maximum of rd2 under conditions (11) and (12), irrespectively of the physicality of the choice coefficient—as long
as they respect (11) and (12). Notice that, by definition,
ri ≥ 0, and r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . . ≥ rd2 .
It it clear that the maximum rd2 will be found for the
condition (11) being satisfied with equality, since, if the
left-hand side of (11) was smaller than 1, then we could
equal to
increase all the OSCs, including rd2 , to make it P
1. Moreover, for fixed rd2 , the largest value of i ri2 is
achieved for r2 = r3 = .P
. . = rd2 = r and r1 = 1 − r. This
is due to the fact that i ri2 is Schur convex. Thus, we
can find the maximal rd2 compatible with the constraints,
by finding the largest r such that
r2 ≤ (d2 − 1)r2 + (1 − (d2 − 1)r)2 −

1
.
d2

One finds that such a value is given by
√
d(d2 − 1) − d2 − 1
1
rCN =
< 2.
2
2
3
d(d − 1) + d
d

having used that kC(X)k2 = kXk2 for any X.
Proposition 5. For any state ρAB on Cd ⊗Cd , the smallest operator Schmidt coefficient obeys
r
1
rd2 ≤ Tr(ρ2 ) − 2 .
d
Proof. Immediate, by using Lemma 2 in the case σA ⊗
σB = 1d1 ⊗ 1d1 , and the fact that
ρAB −

11

d

⊗

11

d

2
2


2 !
11
11
= Tr
ρAB − ⊗
d
d
= Tr(ρ2 ) −

1
.
d2

Applying these bounds, we obtain the following.
P
Theorem 3. If the OSCs of ρAB satisfy i ri ≤ 1, then
rd ≤ rCN with
√
d(d2 − 1) − d2 − 1
1
rCN =
< 2.
d(d2 − 1)2 + d3
d
Proof. We want to find the maximal value rd2 can assume
under the condition
X
ri ≤ 1.
(11)
i

By combining Theorem 3 with Theorem
2 we prove
P
that, if the OSCs of ρAB satisfy
r
≤
1, then
i i
CDP(ρAB ) ≤ rCN d < 1/d. We remark that the realignment criterion for separability is satisfied by all separable
states, and by many (weakly) entangled states [24, 25,
28].
X.

RELATION WITH DISCORD

As we have just seen, entanglement is needed to achieve
the maximal possible CDP. Nonetheless, separable states
can have non-vanishing CDP, when they have maximal
OSR. As pointed out in Ref. [34], this is not possible
for states that do not exhibit quantum discord. A bipartite state
P is classical onB A if it can be expressed as
ρAB =
i pi |ai ihai |A ⊗ ρi , for some orthonormal basis {|ai i}, and manifestly has OSR ≤ dA . States that
are not classical on A are said to possess quantum discord [26, 35, 36] and may be detected as discordant
by looking at their OSR [34, 37]. All entangled states
necessarily possess discord, but also unentangled states
can. Discord plays a basic role in quantum information
processing, being linked, e.g., to the impossibility of local broadcasting of correlations and information [38], to
quantum data hiding [39], to quantum data locking [40],
to entanglement distribution [41, 42], to quantum cryptography [44], to quantum metrology [43]. Here we shed
light on the role of discord in the latter. To do so, it will
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be convenient to first study the behaviour of the CDP
under the action of maps that reduce the OSR.

EXAMPLES

As an example that goes beyond pure states, we consider the class of isotropic states [46]

Theorem 4. We have
CDPA (ρAB ) ≤

XI.

min

Λ s.t.
OSR(Λ⊗id[ρAB ])<d2A

kρAB − Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1

where the minimization is over all channels that acting
on A reduce the OSR of ρAB to less than maximal.
Proof. It holds
k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1 ≤ k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB − Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]]k1
+ k(∆ ◦ Λ) ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1
≤ k∆k kρAB − Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1
+ k∆ ⊗ id[Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]]k1 ,

ρiso (p) = (1 − p)

+ p ψ+ ψ+

d2

AB

,

(13)

where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and |ψ + i is the standard maximally
entangled state. This is a paradigmatic class of noisy
states that interpolates between an uncorrelated state
(for p = 0) and a maximally entangled state (for p =
1
1). Isotropic states are separable for 0 ≤ p ≤ d+1
and
1
entangled for d+1 < p ≤ 1. This is also the class of
states used in Ref. [21] in the context of ancilla-assisted
channel tomography, where it was already observed that
this class of states enables channel tomography as soon
as p > 0. It is known and immediate to check that
d2

ψ

having used Proposition 1. Then,

11AB

+

ψ

+

1X
=
Ak ⊗ A∗k
d
k=1

k∆ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1
≤ kρAB − Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1
inf
∆
k∆k
k∆ ⊗ id[Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]]k1
+ inf
∆
k∆k
= kρAB − Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ]k1 ,

where we have used that the CDP of Λ ⊗ id[ρAB ] (the
second term on the right-hand side of the inequality)
vanishes under the assumption OSR (Λ ⊗ id [ρAB ]) < d2A .
The claim then follows.
As a particular example involving the last theorem,
Pd
let Π[X] = i=1 |iihi| X |iihi| be the channel which dephases in an arbitrary basis. Then
CDPA (ρAB ) ≤ min kρAB − ΠA ⊗ idB [ρAB ]k1 .
ΠA ⊗idB

In the light of the last theorem, we find that
CDPA (ρAB ) ≤

min

ΛA s.t.
OSR(ΛA [ρAB ]) < d2A

2D(ρAB , ΛA [ρAB ])

≤ min 2D(ρAB , ΠA [ρAB ]).
ΠA

for any orthonormal operator basis {Ak }, with complex
conjugation taken in the local Schmidt basis of the maximally entangled state. We can choose A1 = √11d , and find
immediately
d2

1 11
11
pX
Ak ⊗ A∗k ,
ρiso (p) = √ ⊗ √ +
d d
d d k=2

(14)

where {Ak } is any collection of d2 − 1 traceless orthonormal operators. Thus, the OSCs of ρiso (p) are evidently
(1/d, p/d, . . . , p/d). Notice that rd2 = p/d, so that the
general bounds (8) become p/d7/2 ≤ CDP(ρiso (p)) ≤ p;
we are able to prove the following bounds, which reproduce the correct value for CDP in the limit in which the
isotropic states become maximally entangled.
Theorem 5. For the isotropic state it holds


p 1
p
≤ CDPA (ρiso (p)) ≤ min 2 ,
.
d+1−p
d d

(15)

Proof. We start by proving the upper bound. That
CDPA (ρiso (p)) ≤ 1/d can be straightforwardly be verified by using the same two maps (7) that were used
to prove the upper bound for pure states. In order to
prove CDPA (ρiso (p)) n≤ 2p/d, owe will use the bound
kB k

CDPA (ρAB ) ≤ mini ri kAiik 1

from Theorem 2, ex-

∞

The first minimization is over channels that reduce
the OSR of ρAB to less than maximal. The second
minimization is over projective measurements Π[L] =
P
i |ai ihai | L |ai ihai |, for a choice of basis {|ai i} to be optimized over. The quantity on the second line is a known
geometric discord quantifier [45]. Thus, we see that the
bipartite state ρAB must be contain a large amount of
discord in order for ρAB to be useful in one-shot, worstcase ancilla-assisted channel discrimination.

ploiting the freedom in choosing the decomposition
√ (14).
E.g., we can choose A2 = (|1i h2|√+ |2i h1|)/ 2, with
√
B2 = A∗2 = A2 , so that kA2 k∞ = 1/ 2 and kB2 k1 = 2.
Thus,
CDPA (ρiso (p)) ≤ r2

kB2 k1
p kA2 k1
p
=
= 2.
kA2 k∞
d kA2 k∞
d

For the lower bound, we generalize the approach of
Lemma 1.
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Given two arbitrary channels, let |ψihψ| be optimal for
the diamond norm of their difference, i.e.
k∆k = sup k∆ ⊗ id[ρ]k1 = k∆ ⊗ id[|ψihψ|]k1

Thus,

k∆k ≤

d+1−p
p


k∆ ⊗ id[ρiso (p)]k1 ,

ρ

from which we obtain
and let us consider C such that
|ψiAA0 = (1 ⊗ C) ψ̃ +

CDPA (ρiso (p)) ≥
AA0

XII.

Notice that TrA (|ψihψ|) = CC † , with CC † ≥ 0 a normalized state.
Let us define the state
1
⊗ CC † + p |ψihψ|
d

1 1
= d(1 ⊗ C) (1 − p) ⊗ + p|ψ + ihψ + | (1 ⊗ C † )
d
d

σ(p) := (1 − p)

= d(1 ⊗ C) ρiso (p) (1 ⊗ C † ).
Then,
|ψihψ| =



1
1
σ(p) − (1 − p) ⊗ CC † ,
p
d

and
k∆k = k∆ ⊗ id[|ψihψ|]k1

 

1
1
∆ ⊗ id[σ(p)] − (1 − p)∆
⊗ CC †
=
p
d
1
 
1
1
1−p
≤ k∆ ⊗ id[σ(p)]k1 +
∆
p
p
d 1
d
(1 ⊗ C) ∆ ⊗ id[ρiso (p)] (1 ⊗ C † ) 1
=
p
 
1−p
1
+
∆
p
d 1
 
d
1−p
1
2
≤ kCk∞ k∆ ⊗ id[ρiso (p)]k1 +
∆
p
p
d 1
 
d
1−p
1
≤ k∆ ⊗ id[ρiso (p)k1 +
∆
.
p
p
d 1
Finally, since 1d = TrB (ρiso (p)) and the partial trace is a
channel, the monotonicity of the trace distance implies
 
1
∆
d

p
.
d+1−p

= k∆A [TrB (ρiso (p))]k1
1

= kTrB (∆A [ρiso (p)])k1
≤ k∆ ⊗ id[ρiso (p)]k1 .

CONCLUSIONS

Quantum correlations [26, 28] play an important role in
several areas of physics, including quantum foundations,
condensed-matter physics, quantum information processing, and quantum technologies. In particular, quantum
correlations can be exploited in quantum metrology [2, 3].
We focused on the usefulness of quantum correlations for
ancilla-assisted channel discrimination with fixed input,
introducing the channel discrimination power (CDP) of
the input state. We argued that the key factor that dictates the CDP of a state is its smallest operator Schmidt
coefficient. We proved that the CDP is maximal for maximally entangled states. This can be seen as an argument
to consider the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [16, 17]
as the best possible one-to-one mapping between states
and maps. We derived general bounds for the CDP
that allowed us to prove that highly entangled states
outperform—in the sense of having a larger CDP—all
states that pass the so-called realignment criterion of
separability [24, 25]. We added to the list of quantum
information processing tasks for which the quantum discord provides a bound on the performance: we proved
that a disturbance-based discord quantifier bounds the
CDP. Several questions remain open, like whether the
CDP is equal to the lowest operator-Schmidt-coefficient
of the state, and which channels are the hardest to discriminate for a given input state. Finally, while the CDP
is defined in terms of optimal probability of channel discrimination, it would be interesting to consider more in
general how a probe-ancilla state induces a mapping between a metric on the space of channels and a metric in
the space of output probe-ancilla states.
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